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Abstract. This paper presents a socially adaptive virtual agent that can
adapt its behaviour according to social constructs (e.g. attitude, relation-
ship) that are updated depending on the behaviour of its interlocutor.
We consider the context of job interviews with the virtual agent playing
the role of the recruiter. The evaluation of our approach is based on a
comparison of the socially adaptive agent to a simple scripted agent and
to an emotionally-reactive one. Videos of these three different agents
in situation have been created and evaluated by 83 participants. This
subjective evaluation shows that the simulation and expression of so-
cial attitude is perceived by the users and impacts on the evaluation of
the agent’s credibility. We also found that while the emotion expression
of the virtual agent has an immediate impact on the user’s experience,
the impact of the virtual agent’s attitude expression’s impact is stronger
after a few speaking turns.

Keywords: Social Attitudes, Emotions, Affective computing, Virtual
Agent, Non-verbal behaviour, adaptation

1 Introduction

Can you imagine a conversation where your interlocutors never change their be-
haviour, or do not react to your own behaviour? Intelligent virtual agents have
the ability to simulate and express affects in dyadic interactions. However, the
connection of these expressions with the interlocutor’s verbal and non-verbal be-
haviour remains an open challenge. This results into what we can call “scripted”
agents whose behaviour does not change in function of the human user’s reac-
tions. Our research motivation is that virtual agents should adapt their affective
behaviour to the users’ behaviour in order to be credible and to be able to build
a relationship with them [29].

A first step in that direction is to build reactive agents that adapt their
emotions according to their perceptions. A second step is to also consider long
term affects such as moods and attitudes. The expression of attitudes by the
virtual character allows the human to build a social and affective relationship
towards the character during the time of the interaction [29], because the char-
acter’s behaviour does not only consist of emotional reactions, but also changes
depending on the previous behaviours of the human and the previous reactions
of the character towards the human’s behaviours.
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Social attitude can be defined as an affective style that spontaneously devel-
ops or is strategically employed in the interaction with a person or a group of
persons, colouring the interpersonal exchange in that situation (e.g. being po-
lite, distant, cold, warm, supportive, contemptuous). We propose in this paper
an architecture for Socially Adaptive Agents, i.e. virtual agents that can adapt
their behaviour according to social attitudes that they continuously update as
the conversation progresses. More precisely, we propose to build agents that
can perceive the non-verbal behaviour of their human interlocutor, build social
constructs and adapt their non-verbal behaviour accordingly.

We apply this work to the domain of job interview simulation. We then
evaluate our model to measure if this mode leads to more credible and natural
agents.

2 Related works and Theoretical background

Our work refers to four different domains, as it involves the computation of
agent’s attitudes in real-time, with social adaptation, in the context of training.

Attitudes: A common representation for attitudes is Argyle’s Interpersonal
Circumplex [5], a bi-dimensional representation with a Liking dimension and
Dominance dimension. Most modalities are involved in the expression of atti-
tudes : gaze, head orientation, postures, facial expressions, gestures, head move-
ments [11, 8]. For instance, wider gestures are signs of a dominant attitude [11],
while smiles are signs of friendliness [8]. Models of attitude expression for em-
bodied conversational agents have been proposed in the recent years. Ballin et al.
propose a model that adapts posture, gesture and gaze behaviour depending on
the agents’ social relations [6]. Cafaro et al. study how users perceive attitudes
and personality in the first seconds of their encounter with an agent depending
on the agent’s behaviour [10]. Ravenet et al. propose a model for expressing an
attitude as the same time as a communicative intention [24].

Social training background: The idea of using virtual characters for train-
ing has gained much attention in the recent years: an early example is the ped-
agogical agent Steve [18], which was limited to demonstrating skills to students
and answering questions. Since then, virtual characters have also been used for
training social skills such as public speaking training [12] or job interview train-
ing, for instance with the MACH system [15]. However, while the recruiter used
in MACH can mimic behaviour and display back-channels, it does not reason on
the user’s affects and does not adapt to them.

Agents with real-time perception and reaction to affects: Several
agent models have proposed to process users’ behaviours to infer affects in real-
time. Acosta and Ward proposed a spoken dialogue system capable of inferring
the user’s emotion from vocal features and to adapt its response according to
this emotion [4], which leads to a better perceived interaction. Prendinger and
Ishizuka presented the Empathic Companion [23], which is capable to use users’
physiological signals to interpret their affective state and to produce empathic
feedback and reduce the stress of participants. The Semaine project [25] intro-
duced Sensitive Artificial Listeners, i.e. virtual characters with different per-
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sonalities that induce emotions in their interlocutors by producing emotionally
coloured feedback. Audio and visual cues are used to infer users’ emotions, which
are then used to tailor the agent’s non-verbal behaviour and next utterance.
However the agents’ behaviour is restricted to the face, and the agent mainly
produces backchannels (i.e. listening behaviour). The SimSensei virtual human
interviewer is designed to handle a conversation with users about psychological
distress [13]. The agent can react to the user’s behaviours as well as some higher
level affective cues (e.g. arousal). However these cues only affect some of the
dialogue choices of the agent and its reactive behaviour: no further adaptation
is performed, such as long term adaptation of the expressed attitude. We try to
overcome these limitations in our own work.

Social adaptation: The relational agent Laura introduced by Bickmore [7]
is a fitness coach agent designed to interact with users over a long period of
time. They use the amount of times the users interact with Laura as a measure
of friendliness, and as the friendliness grows, Laura uses more and more friendly
behaviours (e.g. smiles, nods, more gestures...). Buschmeier and Kopp [9] de-
scribe a model for adapting the dialogue model of an embodied conversational
agent according to the common ground between a human and the agent. Their
focus is on the dialogical aspect, while we consider the non-verbal dimensions
in our work. Yang et al [33] analysed the adaptation of a participant body lan-
guage behaviour to the multi-modal cues of the interlocutor, under two dyadic
interaction stances: friendly and conflictive. They use statistical mapping to au-
tomatically predict body language behaviour from the multi-modal speech and
gesture cues of the interlocutor. They show that people with friendly attitudes
tend to adapt more their body language to the behaviour of their interlocutors.
This work clearly shows a path to social adaptation, but the mechanism is not
based on reasoning on the interlocutor’s performance.

As a conclusion, progress has already been achieved in these different do-
mains: from the computation of agent’s affects in real-time, to social adaptation
in the context of training. To our knowledge there is no system that combines
all these aspects in a virtual agent.

3 Socially Adaptive Agents

Fig. 1 presents the architecture of our socially adaptive agent. In our work,
the context of the interaction is a one-to-one job interview in which the virtual
agent is acting as a recruiter, and is leading the discussion by asking questions or
proposing conversation topics to the human participant (interviewee), and reacts
in real-time to his/her non-verbal behaviour. However, such a socially adaptive
agent could be used in other contexts.

We follow a three-steps architecture. Firstly, a performance index (PI) of
interviewee’s non-verbal responses is computed using the Social Signal Inter-
pretation (SSI) software [31]. Secondly, the performance index is passed to the
affective module which computes the potentially expressed user’s emotion and
adapts the attitude of the virtual agent toward the interviewee. Lastly, the be-
haviour planner selects the appropriate social signals to express the emotion
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Fig. 1: Overview of our socially adaptative virtual agent architecture

and the attitude of the agent. The rendering of this behaviour is based on the
Greta/Semaine platform1.

3.1 Social Signal Interpretation

The performance interpretation consists in evaluating the interviewee’s non-
verbal behaviour during his/her answer to the virtual agent’s utterance. In this
work, we only included cues from the interviewee’s speech. We plan to include
elements from the body language (head movement, crossing hand, etc.) in the
computation of the performance index in the future. We define PId ∈ [0, 1] the
detected Performance Index computed by the SSI system [31] as

PId =

N∑
i=1

(
Parami

score × Parami
weight

)
(1)

where Parami is one the (N = 5) following parameters: speech duration, speech
delay (hesitating before answering), speech rate, speech volume and pitch varia-
tion. The gender-dependency of the last three parameters was taken into account.
Parami

weight is the weight of the ith parameter fixed to 1
N . The Parami

score is
defined such that

Parami
score =

(
Parami

detected − Parami
reference

Parami
detected + Parami

reference

)
/2 (2)

where Parami
detected is the detected value using SSI while Parami

reference is the
average value computed from a recorded corpus in preliminary study. This work
is described in more details in [1].

3.2 Affective adaptation

The detected performance index PId is compared to an expected one PIe re-
ceived from the scenario module that depends on the domain and the interaction
situation. In our context of job interview simulation, experts (practitioners from
a job centre) have anticipated possible non-verbal reactions from the interviewee

1 http://semaine-project.eu/
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to the questions defined in the job interview scenario, and defined values of PIe
accordingly.

Since we want to build a different reaction for good and low performances of
the human interlocutor, we separate the affective state space of the virtual agent
in two. Let PIH and PIL represent the good and low performances, which will
lead to positive and negative affects for our virtual recruiter, respectively:

PIH =

{
2PI − 1 if PI ≥ 0.5

0 otherwise
(3)

PIL =

{
1− 2PI if PI < 0.5

0 otherwise
(4)

We compute the virtual agent’s emotions by comparing detected PId and
expected PIe affect of the user, following the OCC theory of emotions [22].
In this study, we focus on 8 emotions: joy/distress, hope/fear, disappointment,
admiration, relief and anger.

Joy follows from the occurrence of a desirable event: we simply assumed that
youngster’s detected positive index (PIHd ) increase the joy of the agent. The
intensity of joy felt by the agent is defined as:

Ef (Joy) = PIHd (5)

Similarly, distress is triggered by the occurrence of an undesirable event
(
PILd

)
.

Following the same approach, we define the intensity of hope and fear using the
expected performance index PIHe and PILe , respectively.

Disappointment is activated when the expected performance is positive and
higher than the detected one: the youngster did not behave as good as the virtual
agent expected it:

Ef (Disappointment) = max
(
0, P IHe − PIHd

)
(6)

Similarly, we compute admiration (positive expectation with higher detected per-
formance), relief (negative expectation with higher detected performance) and
anger (negative expectation and even worse performance): max

(
0, P IHd − PIHe

)
,

max
(
0, P ILe − PILd

)
and max

(
0, P ILd − PILe

)
, respectively.

Using these agent’s emotions, we compute the mood of the agent, which rep-
resents its long-term affective state, from which we derive its attitude towards
the interviewee. The computation of the mood relies on the ALMA model [14]
and Mehrabian’s theory [21], and is described in [2]. The outcome of this compu-
tation is a set of 7 categories of mood: friendly, aggressive, dominant, supportive,
inattentive, attentive and gossip, with values in [0, 1].

Agent’s moods are combined with the agent’s personality to compute the at-
titude, following the work by [26] and [32]. The personality is defined, with val-
ues in [0, 1] of 5 traits: openness, conscientiousness, extroversion, agreeableness,
neuroticism. Consequently, our virtual agent could have one of the 4 following
personalities: provocative, demanding, understanding or helpful. For example,
an agent with a non-aggressive personality may still show an aggressive attitude
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if its mood becomes very hostile. The exact combination, based on a logical-OR
with fuzzy rules and transformation of categories into continuous values in Isbis-
ter’s interpersonal circumplex [16], is given in [2]. In short, we obtain n attitude
values (val (a)) positioned in the interpersonal circumplex which are used to
compute values on the friendliness axis (AxisFriendly) and the dominance axis
(AxisDominance) :

Friendly = 1
n

∑
(val (ai)×AxisFriendly (ai))

Dominance = 1
n

∑
(val (ai)×AxisDominance (ai))

(7)

The levels of dominance and of friendliness represent the global attitude of
the agent toward its interlocutor. The values of attitude are stored and their
changes serve as inputs, together with the emotions and mood, to the Sequential
Behaviour Planner for the selection of non-verbal behaviour.

3.3 Sequential Behaviour Planner

The Sequential Behaviour Planner module is in charge of planning the virtual
agent’s behaviour. It receives two inputs. The first input is the next utterance to
be said by the virtual agent annotated with communicative intentions (e.g. ask
a question, propose a conversation topic), defined in the scenario module. Com-
municative intentions are expressed by non-verbal behaviour, and the planning
algorithm makes sure that appropriate signals are chosen to express the input
intentions. The second input is the set of emotion values and attitude changes
computed by the affective adaptation model presented in the section 3.2. Full
details on this module are presented in [3].

To choose an appropriate sequence of signals to express an attitude change,
our algorithm relies on a dataset of signals sequences observed frequently before
this type of attitude change.

Extraction of sequences of signals characteristic of attitude changes In
order to obtain sequences of non-verbal signals characteristic of attitude changes,
job interviews between human resources practitioners and youngsters performed
in a job centre were recorded and annotated at two levels, the non-verbal be-
haviour of the recruiter and the expressed attitude of the recruiter.

The attitude annotations are analysed to find the timestamps where the atti-
tudes of the recruiters vary. The non-verbal signals annotation streams are then
segmented using the attitude variations timestamps, and the resulting segments
are regrouped in separate datasets depending on the type of attitude variation
(we define 8 attitude variation types for: large or small rise or fall on the domi-
nance or friendliness dimension). For instance, we obtain a dataset of 79 segments
leading to a large drop in friendliness, and a dataset of 45 segments leading to a
large increase in friendliness.

These datasets of sequences happening before a type of attitude variation
are then mined by giving them as input to the Generalized Sequence Pattern
(GSP) frequent sequence mining algorithm described in [27]. The GSP algorithm
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requires a parameter Supmin, i.e. the minimum number of times a sequence hap-
pens in the dataset to be considered frequent. This algorithm follows an iterative
approach: it begins by retrieving all the individual items (i.e. in our case, non-
verbal signals) that happen at least Supmin times in the dataset. These items
can be considered as sequences of length 1: the next step of the algorithm con-
sists in trying to extend these sequences by appending another item to them and
checking if the resulting sequence occurs at least Supmin times in the dataset.
This step is then repeated until no new sequences are created. We run the GSP
algorithm on each dataset and obtain frequent sequences for each kind of atti-
tude variation. We also compute the confidence value for each of the extracted
frequent sequences: confidence represents the ratio between the number of occur-
rences of a sequence before a particular attitude variation and the total number
of occurrences of that sequence in the data [28].

Non-verbal signals sequences planning The Sequential Behaviour Planner
takes as input an utterance to be said by the agent augmented with information
on the communicative intentions it wants to convey. The planning algorithm
starts by generating a set of minimal non-verbal signals sequences that express
the communicative intentions. This is done using a lexicon, a file that defines the
sets of signals (called Behaviour Sets) that can be used to express communicative
intentions (similarly to [20]). These minimal sequences are computed to make
sure that the communicative intentions are expressed by the adequate signals.

Then, the algorithm creates candidate sequences from the minimal sequences
by enriching them with additional non-verbal signals. We designed a Bayesian
Network (BN) to model the relationship between pairs of adjacent signals and
with the different attitude variations, and trained it on our corpus. Taking a
minimal sequence as input, the algorithm looks for the available time intervals
in the input FML message. It then tries to insert every kind of non-verbal signals
considered in the network into this interval and computes the probability of the
resulting sequence: if that probability exceeds a threshold α, the sequence is
considered as a viable candidate sequence and carries over to the next step. The
value of the α parameter (α = 0.005) was determined by hand for achieving a
compromise between computing time and number of candidate sequences.

Once the set of candidate sequences has been computed, the selected se-
quence is obtained using a majority-voting method derived from [17]. For every
candidate sequence s, we find the k sub-sequences of signals subi contained in
s, that have the highest confidence scores, regardless of the type of attribute
variation it was extracted in. Every subsequence votes for the type of attitude
variation it was extracted in, and the sequence s is then classified to express the
type of attitude variation that got the most votes. Additionally, we compute a
score Sc(s): if the sequence s was not extracted in the sequence mining process,

we define Sc(s) =
k∑

i=1

λsubi ∗ Sc(subi), with λsubi = 1 if subi was extracted for

the chosen attitude variation, 0 otherwise. If s was extracted in the sequence
mining process, we simply define Sc(s) = Conf(s) ∗ Sup(s). Finally we pick
the sequence s in this set that has the highest score Sc. The chosen sequence is
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then expressed in the BML mark-up language [30]. This BML message is then
interpreted by our virtual agent platform’s Behaviour Realizer, which creates an
animation for the virtual recruiter.

4 Evaluation

The context of our study is job interview simulation. The developed virtual
recruiter is capable of perceiving the participant’s behaviour. It simulates emo-
tions and attitudes dynamics and expresses them. We performed an experiment
to evaluate whether our model of social adaptation improves the perception of
the agent by users.

4.1 Experimental setting

We used two different configurations for the socially adaptive virtual agent (and
two different job seekers). Each configuration corresponds to a different set of
values for the personality, the recruiter’s questions and the corresponding expec-
tations: one agent is considered as more demanding, while the other is supposed
to have a more understanding personality.

We achieved the subjective evaluation through an online questionnaire. Each
evaluator watched four scenes presenting the agent-applicant dialogue. Each
scene was presented with three different conditions, followed by a set of questions
to answer to. What changes from one condition to the other is the non-verbal
behaviour of the agent, which correspond to three different versions of the virtual
agent. Each condition was presented in a different video clip, where the evalu-
ators could concentrate on the observation of the agent’s non-verbal behaviour
and compare the three conditions. The first condition of the agent is a scripted
agent with predefined behaviour. During the answer phase, the agent occasion-
ally shows affective behaviours, regardless of the input. Note that the agent’s
behaviour is not exaggerated in our model. The second condition of the agent
expresses emotions computed by our affective model, during the question phase.
The role of this condition is to verify that the computation of affects does not
have a negative impact on the perception of the agent’s behaviour (actually, our
hypothesis is that it should improve the quality of the agent). The third virtual
agent condition is the socially adaptive agent that displays both emotion and
attitude based on the job seeker’s behaviour. It is also the configuration that
was used to collect the data.

With the two variants for the personality of the agent (demanding or under-
standing), we have a total of 24 videos (2 variants × 4 scenes × 3 agent versions).
Evaluators could assess either the demanding or understanding agent, but each
evaluator had to evaluate the three animations for each four scenes. The subjec-
tive tests were performed by 83 evaluators (29 with the understanding variant
and 54 with the challenging one), aged between 22 and 79 years old. 33 evalu-
ators were males and 50 were females. 45 were already familiar with subjective
evaluation tests while the remaining 38 were not. 51 of the participants were
native speakers.
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Fig. 2: Results of the evaluation of the virtual agent’s behaviour over 83 par-
ticipants. * denotes significant differences (p < 0.05) found from +. Similarly,
ˆdenotes a quasi-significant difference (p < 0.08) from #, using ANOVA.

Our subjective evaluation is based on a questionnaire that was presented
after each one of the 4 animations corresponding to 3 different versions of agent
for a given scene. On a 5-level Likert scale, the evaluator was asked to indicate
whether the agent’s behaviour is Natural, Expressive, Credible, Coherent with
the job seeker’s speech, and takes into account what the human participant said
(Consideration). In addition, the evaluator was asked to rank the 3 animations,
from the best (i.e. 1) to the worst (i.e. 3).

4.2 Results and discussion

Figure 2a presents the results of evaluators’ perception of the different agent ver-
sions. On all five criteria, the emotion-only agent outperforms the scripted agent
and the socially adaptive agent outperforms the two other ones. An analysis of
variance, using ANOVA, showed that the effect of emotions and attitude was
significant on term of naturalness (F (2, 993) = 4.93, p < 0.01), expressiveness
(F (2, 993) = 11.69, p < 10−5), credibility (F (2, 993) = 3.15, p < 0.05), coherence
(F (2, 993) = 5.27, p < 0.005) and consideration (F (2, 993) = 10.16, p < 10−4).
Post hoc analyses using the Tukey’s honest significant difference criterion for
significance indicated that the differences between the scripted version and the
emotion version are significant on term of naturalness, expressiveness, coher-
ence and consideration (p < 0.05) and are significant for all criteria between the
scripted agent and the socially adaptive agent (p < 0.05). The first important
result in this evaluation is that an emotional agent is judged as more natural
and coherent than an agent using predefined emotions (independent from the
participant’s reaction). This validates our cognitive model for computing affects,
presented in section 3.2. Moreover, it shows that the expression of affects, as we
have achieved it (see section 3.3), has a positive impact on the user’s percep-
tion of the agent’s behaviour. The second important result is that expressing
emotions and attitude improves the performance of the agent on all criteria:
the participants did notice the difference in the non-verbal behaviour when the
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attitude is implemented. This validates the attitude expression model in the
behaviour planner presented in section 3.3.

Figure 2b presents the evolution of the evaluation over the 4 scenes. For the
first scene s1, people rank the scripted agent between 2nd and 3rd on average,
and the agent with emotions, on the contrary, is the 1st. It shows that towards
the end (last scenes s3 and s4), the agent expressing and adapting its attitude
is ranked better than the agent with only emotions, itself ranked better than
the scripted agent, while this is not the case in the first scene. In the ranking
result, the difference between the different agents version is not significant in the
beginning of the interaction (F (2, 249) = 2.83, p < 0.07). Post hoc analyses using
the Tukey’s honest significant difference criterion show a significant difference
between the emotional agent and the scripted agent (p < 0.02), in the first
scene s1. The difference with the adaptive agent becomes visible only after a
few speaking turns and is significant at the end of the interview s4 (F (2, 243) =
5.14, p < 0.01).

This confirms the hypothesis that our social and affective adaptation model
makes the agent behaviour evolve during the interview, which impacts the per-
ception that the user has of the agent over time. This corresponds to the idea
that social attitude is a long-term mechanism, that may not have immediate
effects on the interlocutor. In our affective model, the attitude value is only
changing slowly (while the emotional reaction is immediate) : the adaptation
process becomes visible after a few minutes of conversation.

5 Conclusion and future work

In this paper, we propose an architecture for a socially adaptive agent in the con-
text of dyadic interactions. Our virtual agent is able to analyse the behaviour of
the human participant, to update a cognitive model with social constructs (e.g.
attitude, relationship) depending on the behaviour of their interlocutor, and to
show coherent social attitude expression. This approach has been evaluated in
the context of job-interview simulation, by comparing the behaviour of our agent
with a scripted and a reactive approach. Results show that our socially adaptive
agent performs significantly better in term of naturalness, expressiveness, credi-
bility, coherence and user’s consideration. It also shows that, while the emotion
expression has an immediate impact on the user’s experience, the attitude ex-
pression’s impact is stronger after a longer period of time. The impact on the
evaluation of the agent’s credibility increases as the interview progresses. While
most evaluations in the literature rely on immediate reactions, we show that
adaptation takes time and is visible after few minutes of interaction.

Our model strongly relies on the computation of the performance index. We
intend to consider additional signals to compute this performance index such
as body language (head movements, crossing hands, postures, . . . ) and facial
expressions (smile, surprise, . . . ). Yet, this performance index is currently seen
as an exact value, while it is computed from social cues detected with perception
software that can produce errors. The next version of our socially adaptive agent
should rely on an extended model with uncertainty values. A second extension
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would be to consider the social cues as possible inputs to the non-verbal be-
haviour planner, to better control the coherence and credibility of the agent’s
behaviour. Indeed, several research works show that the agent’s reaction should
not only be based on internal mental state, but also on adaptation mechanisms
to the interlocutor’s expressed emotions [19, 33]. Lastly, we believe that allowing
the agent to reason about the actual and potential behaviour of the interlocu-
tor, following a Theory of Mind paradigm, will lead to a more credible decision
process both for the dialogue model and for the appraisal mechanism.
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